Swiss National Bank opens SNB Forum for interested expert audience

Today, the Swiss National Bank is opening the SNB Forum on the ground floor of its premises at Fraumünsterstrasse 8 in Zurich. This has been created as part of the multi-year renovation of this building, and is open to the public.

The SNB Forum’s content is aimed at an interested expert audience – visitors will be able to find out all about the National Bank at the site. In addition, the Forum will function as an issue and return point for literature from the SNB Library and provide access to the SNB Archives. SNB publications will also be available here. Visitors can explore the history of the SNB and payment transactions as well as obtain information on Switzerland’s direct investment through an interactive media wall. The media wall also offers a vivid and playful insight into the themes of the ninth banknote series. Furthermore, a gallery featuring a wall book of some 200 panels illustrates the innovative development process behind the new banknote series with sketches, photos and original materials.

The SNB Forum at Fraumünsterstrasse 8 in Zurich is open from 9.30 am to 4.30 pm, Monday to Friday.

www.snb.ch/forum